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Allenpedia,

When you’re on a walk, what do you typically notice? When taking a walk around my city, there

are so many things that catch my eye. It’s the neon lights protruding from the sides of buildings, or it’s the

local deli that’s giving off a delicious aroma. These are things that people usually notice. Something that

not everyone may take a second thought about is texts. Street signs, menus, crosswalks, and even house

numbers are forms of texts that you may see on a walk. Cultural texts are things that we see everywhere.

It can be in the form of street art, food, clothing, and even flags that are raised outside of houses.

These texts are ways that people can express their culture to the

world. It’s essentially a form of nationalism in terms of culture.

There are different texts in the streets, and the ones that intrigued

me the most are cultural ones. Being able to freely express a part

of your upbringing is something that everyone should be able to

do. Funnily enough, the origin of the word ‘text’ is from Latin,

which roots from the word ‘texts,’ which means texture. This just

goes to show how any ‘textures’ that you see around you can be a

form of text in its own way.

Personally, stretching the boundaries on ‘texts’ is much more intriguing to me than using actual

words on a paper, and trying to explain what they express. To me, almost anything can be a text, as long

as there’s some form of expression and emphasis involved. With that being said, among all of the

examples, I stated above, the one that interests me the most is flags by far. There are so many similarities



with each and every flag. The cultural meaning, shape, colors, and symbolism contained in each flag is

unique. Other than Chad and Romania, each country has a different flag, and the importance of each one

is the same from country to country.

Nevertheless, there are other forms of flags

that exist in the world. Flags such as the

LGBTQ+, Beach flags, and religious flags all

have some sort of meaning behind them. The

five different flags that I want to focus on are

the Pride flag, American flag, Korean flag,

Beach flags as well as Canadian flag. All of these flags, as different as they may seem, have things in

common. These similarities can be anything from the shape to the colors.

Out of all of the flags that I just mentioned, which one can you relate to the most? Personally, I’m

only able to relate with the American Flag, but some of you are able to have a deeper connection with

more than one of those flags. Who knows, some of you may be born in Canada, or have Korean ancestors.

This is how I see flags as a form of text. One flag holds all of history for what it represents. There are

millions of words that won’t be able to represent the same thing that a flag does.

Let’s start with the American flag. Each star on the American flag represents a state, and each

color does represent a different meaning for the country. At first, there was no ‘official’ meaning adopted

for the colors of the flag, but Charles Thompson, who was the secretary of the Continental Congress

described the red in the flag to represent hardiness and valor, the white representing purity and innocence

and the blue represents vigilance, perseverance, and justice. The other flags (Korean and Canadian) share

similar meanings in color and art. The maple leaf on the Canadian flag represents a ‘symbol’ of being

from Canada. The colors on the Canadian flag (red and white) symbolize peace, tranquility, hope, and

neutrality dominance. The Korean flag is one of the more elaborate flags that I’ve mentioned. Like most,

the white represents peace/purity. The red represents the positive forces and the blue represents negative

forces. The black bars near the corners of the flags also have a representation. If you take a closer look,



you’ll see that some of the bars are broken, and some of them are intact. The broken ones symbolize yin

and fill one's yang. All of these have one thing in common, they all have the white color, and it represents

peace/purity in all of them. The historical relevance behind these flags is important from the home

countries of each flag.

Aside from these country flags, I’ve also mentioned the Pride flag and the beach flags. Although

these flags don’t represent the same thing that the previously mentioned flags do, the symbolism still

stands. Although at first, the pride flag might just seem like a rainbow, each color does indeed have its

own meaning. Pink represents sex, red represents life, orange represents healing, yellow represents

sunlight, green represents nature, turquoise represents

magic/art, indigo represents serenity and violet represents spirit.

Even the Pride flag has cultural representation behind it and has

a deeper meaning. The flags that you see on the beach are a

little different. If you see a red flag, it means that the water is dangerous and hazardous. If you see two red

flags, then the water isn’t open to the public. Yellow flags represent medium hazard, green represents a

low hazard, and finally, purple means that there are marine pests in the water. There may be more flags

that you can see on the beach, but these are just some of the most commonly used ones.

All of the flags that I wrote about today have many things in common. They’re all giving us a

message. Instead of putting the words on a sign, we’re given an image that allows us to unconsciously put

things together. When we see a flag that indicates danger, we’re able to understand the situation without

seeing physical words. Another thing that all these flags have in common is the shape. Even though this

seems minor, it’s something that we never really think about. The origin of the square shape is from ships

back in the day. These ships always used square-shaped flags, and countries ended up adopting the same

shape. In today’s world it’s not only countries that use this shape. The next time you go outside, see if you

can find a flag, and figure out the meaning behind the flag. Anyone can see these flags, but those who

have a connection to them will understand them the best. If you're part of a certain country, knowing the

meaning behind your flag is almost like second nature.
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